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1. INTRODUCTION

Safe and reliable opertion is the primary goal in the nuclear power

industry where catastrophic events can have severe economic and safety

consequences. Operator errors not only cntribute to forced outage time

in power reactors but were also at least responsible for the conditions

that led to major accidents at Three Mile Island Unit 2 (TMI-2) and

Chernobyl.

These accidents have demonstrated that the guidance provided for

mitigating the consequences of design bases accidents could be

inadequate when multiple incidents, failures or errors occur during or

after the accident. To address that concern, Westinghouse, together with

operation people from the Westinghouse Owners Group (WOG), has been

working since 1981 on the development of Emergency Response Guidelines

(ERG's).

The ERG's constitute a comprehensive and integrated set of symptom-based

operator guidelines that guide the operator in management of emergency

transients. To the greatest practicable extent, the ERG's have been

constructed to be generic and applicable to all Westinghouse designed

PWR plants. However, when writing plant specific emergency procedures,

modification of the generic guidelines is mostly required due to plant

design differences.

For non-standard PWR's, plant specific simulations constitute a powerful

means of verifying the effectiveness of the emergency procedures and

provide useful background documents for operator training on the

post-accident recovery technique.



The purpose of tbis paper is to describe a specific application

performed for a European plant.

2. SMALL BREAK LOCA RECOVERY

To evaluate the effectiveness of emergency procedure validation, a

detailed plant specific analysis of the recovery from a small break LOCA

will be presented.

In case of a small break LOCA, the primary pressure usually remains

stable for a long period of time at a relatively high pressure (greater

than about 30 bar). If no operator action is taken, transfer to cold leg

recirculation may be necessary while primary pressure remains high.

This is undesirable from a plant operation point of view. For a small

break LOCA, it is always desirable to cool down and depressurize the

primary to a cold shutdown condition before the Safety Injection (SI)

tanks are drained and recirculation becomes necessary.

The HOG guideline ES-1.2, Post LOCA Cooldown and Depressurization,

provides actions to reduce the primary temperature and pressure to or

below 90°C and 27 bar. This is done by cooling down the primary with the

Steam Generators (SG's) and selectively reducing the SI flow by

.... stopping SI pumps if minimum subcooling and pressurizer level conditions

are met.

3. PLANT SPECIFIC VALIDATION OF THS POST-LOCA PROCEDURE

The Swiss Beznau plant is a 2-loop PWR plant where a complete upgrade

..'.'•• has been implemented. One major requirement of the new design is chat

;>. the plant must be maintained in safe conditions for a ten hours

{ unattended period following an external event, relying on new emergency *

£,..' systems located in a bunkerized building. These new systems along with ..,,-£

l~j": the Beznau non-standard features can widely influence the operator ?,

actions following an accident. New emergency procedures have been

therefore written to define the operator actions during the post-

accident recovery period.
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To verify the adequacy of the generic ES-1.2 guideline for the Beznau

plant, the TREAT code has been used. TREAT is a real-time, interactive

computer program originally developed at Westinghouse for application

to reactor transients requiring operator actions and advanced two-phase

thermal hydraulic predictions.

Figure 1 shows the primary pressure transient of a 2-inch (5 cm) cold

leg break occurring at 100% nominal conditions. As a consequence of the

break, the primary system rapidly depressurizes and an automatic reactor

trip and turbine trip occur. SI is thereafter actuated, and quickly

compensates for the break flow due to the high flow capacity of the

three SI pumps. Due to the continuous cooldown and associated primary

shrinkage created by the cold SI water, the depressurization continues

until the accumulator setpoint is reached. At this time, the primary

pressure remains fairly constant and stable and safe conditions can go

on without interruption for a long period of time. Transition to the

post-LOCA cooldown and depressurization procedure ES-1.2 is supposed to

occur at t = 1200 sec.

Since sufficient hot let subcooling is present, the spray is actuated

to restore the pressurizer level. At this point, the first two SI pumps

can be stopped sequentially while checking that adequate primary

subcooling and pressurizer level indicatons are still present. The flow

! of the last SI pump is then reduced until the minimum allowable value.

At this time (t = 2750 sec), the subcooling margin is still sufficient

to allow the accumulator isolation prior to nitrogen injection. As a

consequence, the primary pressure drops rapidly and slight voiding in

|, the primary system occurs,

t.

j'\ Without a prompt operator action on the SI flow, this can cause a

I reactor coolant pump seal damage. Accordingly, the Beznau post-LOCA

i'/ procedure will require to isolate the accumulators prior to reducing the

f; SI flow to keep adequate subcooling and inventory.
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Figure 1

Small Break LOCA - Primary Pressur? Versus Time

4. CONCLUSIONS

The present paper has described the post-accident recovery technique of

a small break LOCA, based on the guideline prescribed in the

westinghouse Owners Group EHG's. It demonstrates that plant specific

analyses are quite efficient to improve emergency procedures, specially

in case of non-standard plants, like WER's.

For such plants, it is quite recommended to verify the correctness of

the post-accident recovery technique with a tool that can interactively

simulate the operator actions, with best-estimate assumptions.

Such analyses also provide the plant personnel with plant specific

background documents that are quite convenient for their training on

emergency procedures.
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